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Burns denies
Daily statement
Dr. Hobert W. if m ns, academic
vice president, denied yesterday
in a letter to the Spartan Daily that
he ever made the statement that

Torn Ch.nault

Dr. Hobert Burns

"home ei onomies has no place on
this campus."
A story appearing in Tuesday’s
issue of the Spartan Daily about
faculty allocations for next year
said in part: "Dr. Burns,
meanwhile, has been quoted
several times in recent years as
saying home economics has no
place on this campus."
The Daily was unable to locate
anyone who heard Dr. Burns make
such a statement firsthand who
was also willing to offer his name
for publication.
One source, however, who
adamantly refused to have his
name used, said he definitely
heard Dr. Burns make the
comment at a meeting last
semester with instructors from
women’s physical education while
at least three other sources said
they have heard it attributed to
Burns secondhand on several occasions.
Marie Liba, P.E. department
chairwoman,
said
yesterday,
though, that she was at that
meeting and is "almost certain he
(Dr. Burns) said nothing like that,"
(See related story on page three)

A.S. Council approves
new election date
By JOANNE GRIBBLE
Facing challenges on its actions
from two fronts, A.S. Council
yesterday voted to hold a special
four-part election next Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, May 16, 17 and
18.
The election will include a new
vote to fill the eleven upper division
openings on next year’s council and
entire new election for the A.S. Attorney General spot.
Also in the election will be a
revised A.S. constitution, written by
A.S. Pres. Dennis King, that will need
two-thirds approval from the campus voters, and an opinion poll for
students on how student government
money should be spent.
The council’s discussion heated up
during the consideration of the new
vote for the attorney general. Fouad
Alkisswani, elected in last month’s
campus election to the attorney
general’s office, challenged the council to prove that he had violated the
A.S. Constitution in any way during
the last campaign.
After several requests by Council
Chairman Rudi Leonardi to be quiet,
Alkisswani began loudly hurling in -

suits at Councilman Akbar Hajjarian
and told the council,
"If you want to kick me out, have
the police come and kick me out."
Louis Barozzi, student government
adviser, persuaded Alkisswani to
leave the council chambers and the
council voted to censure Alkisswani
for his outbursts.
Alkisswani told the council he
would take its ruling in favor of a
new election to the A.S. Judiciary to
decide.
The re -vote to fill the 11 upper
division seats next year may be
challenged in the judiciary also, by
the council’s parliamentarian Tom
Mount. According to Barozzi, Mount
has not definitely decided to bring
the case to the judiciary.
The A.S. judiciary will meet this
Friday at 1 p.m. in the Council
Chambers to decide these questions
and a third complaint made by
(See back page)

Council faces Dumke order

By DEBBIE BLOCK
Academic Council expects to vole Monday on a motion opposing an
executive order which would change many "incomplete" grades to F’s.
In the order, Glenn S. Dumke, state colleges chancellor, stipulated that as of
Fall ’73. all "incomplete" grades must be made up within one calendar year
following the semester the grade is assigned.
This deadline must be met even if the student is not continuously enrolled in
a state university or college. Otherwise the grade will revert to an "F."
Right now an "incomplete" may remain on a student’s scholastic record and
has no effect on his grade point average.
The motion, made by New College Provost Harold DeBey. asks that this
current rule stand. and that the time for making up "incompletes" be two
semesters of continuous school enrollment.

Mixed opinions
San lose State University administrators, faculty members, and student
leaders have mixed opinions on the fairness of the executive order.
They also hold varied views on the validity of the chancellor’s authority in
implementing academic changes.
According to Dr. DeBey, he entered the motion because the chancellor’s
policy. "is simply unfair to the students.
"To receive an ’incomplete’ the student must satisfactorily complete threefourths of the course work. He doesn’t deserve to fail.
"It’s the student’s choice and this order takes the choice away," DeBey said.
Dr. DeBey believes Chancellor Dumke is in a very powerful administrative
position.
But he said he can only speculate on the chancellor’s motives in constituting
the policy.
"It might be part of an effort to uphold academic standards. But it will have a
wrong net effect, for it will only decrease a student’s GPA.
"This doesn’t have the slightest corrolation with academic standards. To
flunk a student out just doesn’t corrolate," Dr. DeBey claimed.
Influence Chancellor
Dr. DeBey predicted the motion, if passed, has some chance of influencing
the chancellor.
He explained if the resolution is okayed by the Academic Council, it will go
to SjSU Pres. John H. Bunzel for approval, and then to the statewide Academic
Senate for consideration.
"If we can get a lot of organizations together that feel this way we may have
a chance," Dr. DeBey claimed.
Dr. DeBey is opposed to legislative action against the chancellor’s policy.
"I dond think the legislature should have that much say on academic
matters. It’s not really their function," he stated.
Academic Council Chairman David Elliot also believes it is unfair that "in completes" will revert to ’F’s.’
"I would like to get away from ’fails’ altogether. It’m not sure they are any
longer useful. There are better ways to motivate s udents," Dr. Elliot said.
Dr. Elliot explained because of the grading system, it would be inconsistent

Dennis King addresses; forum

Tuition conflict needs effort
By GAIL SHIOMOTO
generate
a
must
Students
concerted effort to actively oppose
tuition and financial aids cutbacks,
said A.S. Pres. Dennis King at a
tuition crisis forum.
Speaking before 100 people at
Morris Dailey Auditorium Tuesday,
King observed a trend toward a
reduction of student aid and the
institution of tuition, but added
"specifically how much and when
depends on us."
He said Gov. Reagan and the Board
of Trustees have stated an af-

Upper division election
Unionization invalidated by Judiciary
of hospitals
voted down
By BRAD BOLLINGER
Hospital workers in five Santa
Clara County hospitals decisively
voted down yesterday a proposal to
make the Hospital and Institutional
Workers Local 250 their bargaining
agent.
A nearly five-month attempt to
unionize five of the seven hospitals in
the Association of Hospitals came to
a disappointing end for local union
officials when 704 service
workersculinary, dietary and other
non-professional employeesvoted
against unionization and only 560 in
favor.
An agreement between the association and the union signed April
16 which ended a 35 -day strike at San
Jose Hospital beginning March 9,
makes any further strike by employees illegal for one year.
Floyd Glared y, regional director of
the hospital union, said local 250 will
observe the law. But he guaranteed
that the union will hold another election in 12 months.
Local 250 business representative
Jim Bailey said the union will be
suing San lose Hospital to re -hire 50
employees he said were "fired" as a
result of the strike.
Anthony Anastasi, attorney for the
hospital association, said only he
was happy that employees had a
chance to voice their opinion. But an
obvious gleam of accomplishment
filled his eyes.
The hospitals involved in the
decision were Alexian Brothers, San
Jose, Alameda, O’Connor, and Good
Samaritan.

The election board has set the crays
and time for the new upper division
A.S. Council election for next
Wednesday, at 2:30 p.m. to Friday, at
2:30.
The new election is being run by
order of the A.S. judiciary which
ruled last Friday the previous election was in violation of the A.S. Election Code.
In that election, about a dozen candidates’ names were placed on the
back of the upper division council
ballot.
The judiciary now has ruled those
names were to be placed on the front
of the new ballot with the rest of the
31 candidates.
The Election Board will hold
another meeting today at 2 p.m. to
decide what type of ballot is to be
used, whether it will be "hand
counted," and how many polls will be
in use.
There is a possibility A.S. Pres,
Dennis King will try to place a
number of amendments on the ballot
including a new A.S. constitution.
The board also went over a list of
names of candidates who have been
found in violation of the Election
Code for not turning in lists of campaign expenditures and lists of con -

Jury decides
disputed death
The Santa Clara County Grand
Jury tonight considers the disputed
death of Ralph Terry, a 27-year-old
Black man, shot by a county sherd!
deputy.
Deputy Sheriff Gary Wiens was
suspended with pay pending the outcome of the shooting investigation.
Terry was stopped by deputy
sheriffs to investigate his car. While
Terry was being handcuffed, Wiens’
38 pistol discharged and fatally
wounded Terry.

not to give
s.
"If we fail those people who follow the course to the end, what about those
who drop out. But it’s true that those who takeincompletes’ are different from
those who takes Fs because those students were passing," he said.
Dr. Elliot said it is hard to second guess the chancellor.
"But I believe this is part of a larger effort by Chancellor Dumke to firm up
procedures. He’s very concerned that we’ve let our standards slip." he said.
According to Dr. Elliot, there is little hope for opponents of the chancellor’s
policy.
"The chancellor has enormous power. There is nothing we can do except
express our objections. The chancellor’s word is final. I don’t think we can
change his mind, but that doesn’t mean we can’t try," he said.
May be challenged
Dr. Elliot explained an executive order may be challenged if it contains
faulty reasoning, if there is not adequate consultation, or if it is not in the best
interests of the students.
But he does believe the chancellor’s power is warranted.
"I don’t see any way the whole state supported higher education system is
consistent with the will of the people without a hierarchy creating authority.
"The people pick the governor, he appoints the Board of Trustees, and it appoints in turn the chancellor. This makes it possible for people to have their
way," Dr. Elliot stated.
"It’s simple-minded to say the chancellor shouldn’t warrant so much power.
But this doesn’t mean he shouldn’t be enlightened and exercise greater sensitivity.
"Chancellor Dumke is not responsive to student and faculty decisions. He’s
not really interested in consultation. The faculties may be forced into collective bargaining as a counterveiling force," Dr. Elliot stated.
Academic Vice Pres. Hobert Burns called the policy ’’Unfortuante, but not
unreasonable."
He explained, "While the order can penalize some students unfairly. ’in completes’ can put them in academic holes they’ll never get out of."
Dr. Burns thinks Chancellor Dumke has much legal authority and should
exercise it.
"I really don’t question if the chancellor should exercise power. Legally this
is proper for representatives of the public. He has a terrible responsibility and
has to have the authority to go with it.
"Of course this power is best with consultation. In my experience the
chancellor does consult," Dr. Burns said.
According to A.S. Pres, Dennis King, the motion is a "compromise."
King said the chances of the resolution influencing the chancellor depends
on the amount of opposition from faculty and students.
"The chancellor’s weeding out of students and his pressing for tuition will
destroy the concept of equal opportunity in education for all," King said.
King believes the chancellor has too much power.
King plans to bring up his opposition to the recent order at the next meeting
of the California State University and Colleges Sudent Presidents Association.

tributors.
At the time of the meeting the party
tickets in violation included the Blue
Ridge
Rangers, Community
Congress. Third World Coalition and
the Reform Ticket.

position on tuition.
Also, a bill was introduced last
month to the state legislature which
would permit the state college board
of trustees to set tuition at the state
colleges.
A.S. Educational Task Force
member Ted lames added the bill will
probably be presented to the
legislature for vote during the
summer when students are away.
"This is why the issue is immediate
and must be dealt with now," he said.
To counter the.unwanted birth of
tuition at the California State
Colleges and University system,
lames said the Task Force is
circulating petitions and sending
letters to legislators stating the
group’s opposition.
He said 2,000 signatures have been
gathered so far.
The Task Force is also maintaining
close correspondence with anti tuition organizations from other local
campuses to form a "united front," he
added.
Peter Langlois. member of an anti tuition organization from Laney

Job openings
available now
Summer job opportunities are
looking better now than they did
two weeks ago according to Patty
Kimball, head of San lose Stale
University’s Student Employment
Office.
Although employment offers for
summer work are lagging behind
last year at this time, eventually
she hopes at least 75 per cent of
those applying will be hired. This
was her estimated figure for 1972.
"We’ve been contacted about
several good engineering jobs
recently,"
Mrs.
Kimball
commented, adding she was
puzzled over the low number ol
engineering students registered
with Student Employment.
Of the approximate 40 openings
available now, most are located
locally and are non -clerical, she
said.
"The majority of positions are at
recreational facilities, such as at
summer camps around the state,
but were taken by Easter
vacation,"
Mrs.
Kimball
remarked.
She expects the job offers to
continue through the end of June.
with clerical and general labor
spots gradually increasing.
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"Most of our general labor
openings are with local canneries,
which will be taking applications
around early June. However, these
jobs have decreased over the past
five years since many of the
conneries have closed down," she
said.
the general
Outlining
perferences of summer employers.
Mrs. Kimball emphasized most
technically -related jobs, such as
merchandising, accounting, or
engineering, will probably require
a class standing of junior or above.
"The clerical typing positions
are usually filled by those with
speeds of 40-45 words per
minute." she remarked.
Mrs. Kimball advised job seekers to be persistent, checking
the office’s job board every day
between 10-11:45 a.m. and 1-4
p.m.
The Student Employment Office, which is closed Tuesday
mornings, is upstairs in Building
AA on Ninth Street.
"Students who come to us
should also seek employment on
Kimball
thier own." Mrs.
recommended.

Community College in Oakland,
expressed his group’s support to the
Task Force’s fight against tuition.
Noting Laney College is composed heavily of Third World
students, Langlois said "tuition and
financial aids cutbacks are a direct
attack on Third World people to get
an education."
He believes three stands must be
upheld by anti -tuition organizations:
no more cutbacks, no tuition, and
provision of adequate financial aids
to all students who need them.
Gabe Reyes, representative from
EOP, told the audience a tuition hike
"is a plain move on the part of the
group in power to stay in power by
controlling education."
He said tuition will create a great
setback for EOP students, and added
"minority and low-income groups
will be the first to go."
Reyes said Nixon’s new program,
"Basic Opportunity
the
called
Grant," will phase out the workstudy program and erase one-half of
EOP’s funding.
Fie criticized the new program,

asserting more students will be
eligible for the grants, but less money
will be set aside. As a result, less
money will be available to each
student.
Foreign student Hammam Hawari
from Palestine questioned whether
California lacks funds for education.
"Gov. Reagan said he has $850
million in surplus and he doesn’t
know what to do with it," Hawari
said. "He is planning to give it back to
the taxpayers. Why not put it into the
state’s educational system?"
Hawari also explained the battle
which foreign students fought and
lost over the $37 per unit fee charged
to them.
Recognizing the university did not
support their fight, the Third World
Coalition member nevertheless said
"all of us are in the same boat. We
must all do something before it is too
late."
The forum ended with a skit
performed by the San Francisco
Troupe which satirized
Mime
problems resulting from the nation’s
present economic situation.
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Editorial

Delany fathers nationalism

Bargaining bill problems
There are presently three
public employee collective
bargaining bills under consideration in both chambers of
the California state legislature.
One bill excludes state employees such as SJSU faculty
members by encompassing only
county and municipal employees.
A second bill includes only
California educators while a
third bill, though termed "comexclude
would
prehensive,"
elected officials, confidential employees and management.
If one piece of legislation is to
be considered above the other
two, Assemblyman Robert
Moretti’s comprehensive AB
1234, or a consolidation bill very
similar to it. would seem most
beneficial to the majority of
California’s 1.1 million public
employees.
Classifying elected officials,
and
employees
confidential
management, might be difficult,
generally these employees are the
least likely to have any need for
such grievance procedures.
The point is that public apathy,
particularly by the public employees involved, may influence
the deliberation over the bills.
California state legislators may
narrow the scope of the collective
bargaining bill’s sanction to the
surprise and shock of those being
excluded.
Public employee interest in the
political state of collective
bargaining increases the
compromised
for
likelihood
results, something never really
offered to public employees
before

A rough road still lies ahead for
the public employee bargaining
bill even though numerous
experts and San Jose State
University faculty leaders
predict smooth passage for some
form of the bill in the house and
close to 50-50 odds at passing in
the senate.
Nothing should ever be taken
for granted in the political
process. How true this statement
is. A rough go in the legislature
means a more popular veto for
elite political post aspirant, Gov.
Reagan.
Even though the experts do
give very high odds for the
ultimate governor veto, a clean,
smooth sweep by a public employee bargaining bill with an influential public backing, could
change the political setting and
convince Gov. Reagan to change
his mind.
Serious faculty consideration
must decide whether collective
bargaining will be in opposition
to academic quality.
Specifically, the SJSU faculty
along with the other eighteen
state university campuses must
make a choice between the "meet
and confer" grievance procedure
as set up under California
governmental code section 3530
and collective bargaining.
This grievance process legally
requires the trustees and
chancellor’s office to merely
listen to faculty grievances. Any
administrative action thereafter
is up to the sole discretion of the
administration listeners without
any binding clause to press for
action on compromising.

Jerry Itimka
"I thank God for malting me a man
simply; but Delany always
thanks Him for making him a
Black man. Frederick Douglass
Martin R. Delany is being
called the "father of Black
nationalism" by historians
currently researching the Black
Movement before and after the
American Civil War.
The grandson of slaves was
born in Charlestown, West
Virginia, in 1812, and he was
taught to read and write by
Northern peddlers who gave free
lessons as they sold their reading
primer and spelling books.
At the age of 31, Delany started
editing a Pittsburgh publication,
the Mystery. Four years later he
was co-editor on Frederick
Douglass’ paper, The North Star.
After a year with Douglass,

Campus S.O.S.-

Data on summer jobs, registration
Mike Markwith
I am from the Los Angeles area
and I had originally planned to go
home this summer as usual. Now
I decided that I want to stay in the
San Jose community this
summer. However, I will need a
job to pay for my living expenses.
Are there are summer jobs
available at San Jose State
University?
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Bubble, bubble, bugging and trouble
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A Clockwork Watergate!
We were all there, sitting
around the old Oval Office. Me
and my droogs, Big John. H.R.,
Early Man, and the others. We
were sitting there, o my brothers,
listening to Johnny Cash records
and trying to make up our gollies
about what to do about the Demmis and how to spend all that
extra pretty potty that the
Biggiewigs gave us.
It was then that one of my
droogs (I forget which, but it was
not I! Let me make that perfectly
clear, o my brothers!) that we
should pay some other loyal one
to infiltrate the Demmis headquarters and spy for us. Oh yes, it
sounded so great. We, me and my
droogs, all jumped for joy. Now
we would know what the demmis
were up to! We would spy on that
Radical Dakotan and MuskieYuskie and the Big Irishman and
all of them Demmis.
Things worked out beautifully,
my brothers. One of my droogs
set things up properly (I forgot
which, but it was not I. Let me

make that perfectly clear). We
ruined their campaign. We did
everything and made MuskieYuskie cry in the snows of New
Hampshire. It was scumdollyischus!
But then things got bad, my
brothers! Things got very bad.
Five of my droogs were found in
the Demmis headquarters. And
they carried with them the pretty
polly we had given them! The
newspapers were telling it all!
Oh, woe is me! Can you imagine
anything so terrible? My
brothers, what had gone wrong?
Everything went bad, oh my
brothers. I naturally had to waste
H.R. and Early Man and all of my
faithful droogs. I even prayed
before the TV cameras. But I have
won! How glorious, my brothers,
my faithful!
And now, I sit here in my Oval
Office and I think pleasant
thoughts about the good old days
that me and my droogs spent
together plotting and conspiring
to win and create all sorts of good
scumdolly trouble! Oh, my

Comment

Fire hazard ’old news’
The Coffeehouse has been a
bone of contention since its inception in 1971.
It has been publicized in the
Spartan Daily that the
Coffeehouse is now closed and
that it should not have opened in
the old cafeteria building because
It was a fire hazard.
Now Harry Wineroth is on the
firing line because he sub-leased
the west end of the cafeteria to the
Associated Students for use as a
coffeehouse.
The fire marshal’s ultimatum
sounds like new news. However,
the fire marshal first issued a
recommendation in 1958 when
the cafeteria was not a state
building and had a restaurant
building code, before Spartan
shops leased it from the state.
Nobody wants to take the
blame. Could it be because that
building needs more than just
panic hardware doors and extra

emergency exits?
In truth, Buildings and
Grounds Supervisor Byron
Bollinger said when the building
was built duct venting was not
required and the building does
not have duct venting.
Forthermore, the venting
system goes directly into the
storage room and kitchen. This is
the hazard that no one wants to
talk about because the cost for
such repair is too great to consider.
Repair for such a project would
probably come under the jurisdiction of the state since it is now
classified as a state building.
Is Wineroth to be blamed for
keeping silent on the condition of
the building when he is just
leasing?
I think the responsibility lies
with management decision all the
way up to Pres. John H. Bonze!.
Charlotte Bradford

brothers, those were the good old
days.
I am all alone now. All my
droogs are gone. I had to get rid of
them for their involvement. I am
still here because I had no part in
all of those things. Let met make
that perfectly clear. I am cured!
vela.

According to Mrs. Patty Kimball, head of the Student Employment Office, there are very
few on-campus jobs available.
She suggested that you come by
the Student Employment Office
and fill out a registration card.
Then keep checking back with
her because a lot of off-campus
jobs become available.
For a detailed story on summer
jobs check page one in today’s
Spartan Daily.

I am going to get my degree in
June but I will be out of town
during graduation day. When and
where can I pick up my diploma?
Your diploma will be mailed to
you 8-10 weeks after graduation,
said the Office of Undergraduate
Studies.
The diploma will be mailed to
the address that is on your major
form, which should have been
returned to the Registrar’s Office.
Where do you register for
summer school and is there any
deadline?
Debra Glass, of the Continuing
Education Summer Sessions
Department, said you should pick
up a registration card at her
department, located in JC 136. Fill
it out and return it with your

money to the cashier in the Administration Building.
She noted that there isn’t a
deadline but the classes are on the
first -come, first -served basis, so
the sooner you register the better
your chances for class.

Are there any photo labs or
darkrooms for rent (or for free) at
San Jose State University for the
summer?
Joe Swan, head of the photojournalism sequence of the
Journalism Department, said his
darkrooms are shut down during
the summer. However, the San
and Recreation
Jose
Parks
Department has built a photo lab,
complete with darkroom
facilities, at Leininger Community Center. The center is
located at Kelly Park, at the
corner of Story and Center Roads.
The lab isn’t completed yet, but
for a preview you can attend its
opening from 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sunday, May 20.

This week is the last week to
submit Campus S.O.S. questions.
To submit SiSU community
questions, write a letter to the
Spartan Daily, phone 277-3181,
or drop by the office in IC 208.

Letters to the Editor

Assembly Bill
Editor:
In the next few paragraphs I
would like to introduce to your
readers a few arguments in
favor of Assembly Bill 159 ( by
Johnson) which has been so
much in the campus news as of
late. I might say that my
remarks are not intended to
personally oppose or be in
favor of any actions taken to
this point.
I served for one and a half
years as president of the
California Community College
Student Government Association of Area VI. During
that time I also served as Area
VI’s legislative advocate. Area
VI is comprised of the, 13 Bay
Area community colleges.
Under Titre V of the Education
Code, community college
student bodies are specifically
prohibited from charging a
mandatory student body fee.
Thus, in the state of California
we have a complete higher
education system which is
already without the ability to
demand monies.
The community college
student bodies have had to use
every ounce of ingenuity they
possessed to raise what
monies they have. California
community colleges thus have
budgets which range in size
from the hundreds of
thousands of dollars to just a
few hundred dollars. Their
programs are not as vast or as
numerous as those at a state
college.
Nor do community colleges
have the vast numbers of
students that state colleges
Community
college
have.
programs ilTP of the SiIMP

caliber as state college
programs though. Some community colleges have full
fledge day care centers. They
offer their students numerous
social programs for the
students participation.
Community colleges because
of their lack of funds have had
to in some ways justify their
existence by making substantial inroads into academic and
administrative affairs. The
student councils voice on the
community college level are for
the most part heard stronger
and longer in the administrative affairs of their
colleges than in any other
college system in California.
Thus it is my considered
opinion that if the state college
system were to lose its ability
to mandate fees from students,
it would not mean the end of
student government. It only
means the new student
government structure would
find that money distribution is
not the main principle of
student government but that
there are many very
significant reasons for having
a strong student representation in campus affairs.
Distribution
of student
money at San Jose State
University has been very
equitable considering
the
student budget that existed for
this year. There are many pressing areas which demand
student funding on state
college campuses.
Let us not look at the possible passage of Assembly Bill
159 in horror. But instead let us
look for the causes for such a
bill and work at eliminating
them without legislative
interference from Sacramento.
Then let our student represen4iseeeeliemememesnemeesiesieM~.01.

tatives put their power into
play to defeat this kind of
legislation. But let us all
remember students have a
legitimate right to representation.
James W. Davis

Reasonable price
Editor:
Why do we disregard the
rights of people who wish to
pursue a grain of knowledge?
This is precisely what the
board of trustees of the
California University and
Colleges system is doing. The
board of trustees has partially
succeeded in its plot at making
education inaccessible to the
average student by charging
foreign students extortionary
tuition fees ($1,100 per
semester). The cost to the state
for educating a student is $450
per semester per student.
The United States spends
tens of billions of needed
dollars to support military backed fascist regimes in
Greece, Iran, and now Cambodia, to name a few. Instead,
the government should be
spending this money to
educate its people and perhaps
a handful of poor, but eager-tolearn foreign students who
have come to America to
pursue that grain of
knowledge.
We must defend our rights as
students to pursue knowledge
by blocking any and all
legislative measures designed
to make education inaccessible
by charging increased tuition
fees or by cutting back student
financial aid. What we need
and demand is high-quality
education at a reasonable
price.
George Masters

Delany left to pursue the field of
medicine. He graduated from
Harvard’s Medical School in
1852.
In 1852 he entered the political
arena when he advocated mass
emigration for Black’s in his book,
"The Condition, Elevation,
Emigration, and Destiny of the
Colored People of the United
States."
The same year he wrote to
William Lloyd Garrison, the
leading White abolitionist, that
he wasn’t "in favor of caste, nor a
separation of the brotherhood of
mankind and would be willing to
live among White men as Black, if
I had an equal possession of and
enjoyment of privileges."
In the letter he added he wanted
to exercise and enjoy the rights of
citizenship, not just hear he had
rights.
Seeing no hope for the
probability of his wishes coming
true, Delany encouraged
emigration to the West Indies,
South America, Central America,
and Africa. His book was not
received very well by his race.
Delany moved to Chatham, Ontario, one of the organized Black
communities in Canada, in 1856.
In Chatham, he was commissioned to lead a party of five
to study the west coast of Africa.
After reading his research
paper to European countries for
several months, he returned to
Canada in 1861. six weeks after
the Civil War had broken out.
President Lincoln conferred
with Delany in 1865, the last year
of the war. Delany promised to
raise an army of 40,000 Blacks in
three months. He was commissioned an infantry major and
attached to the 104 United States
Colored Troops.
After the war, the major settled
in Charlestown, S. Carolina. In
1874, he ran for lieutenant
governor of the state with a White
judge heading the ticket. The
ticket was narrowly defeated.
Delany’s running partner died a
few months later. Historians
have pointed out that had the
ticket won, "Delany would have
become governor largely through
the vote of White people."
The father of Black nationalism
never wavered in the conviction
that Blacks were the equal to any
race. More important, his many
achievements speak louder than
his words.

Comment

Discrimination
Every time I open a paper and
read about the success of a
woman in some area or another, I
am always amazed at the way
just the fact that she is a woman
is played up. As soon as a woman
reaches a certain point in a
successful career, she is
immediately asked her position
on the sensitive area of liberation.
The subject might be of interest
in some cases, because of a
woman’s position on the subject,
but most of the time, the question
is asked just because she is
fern ale.
I consider myself a supporter of
Women’s Lib, which is why the
matter of press coverage interests
me. It seems to me, just to have a
story because someone is a
woman is just as discriminatory
as not recognizing an
achievement for the same
reasons.
What should be considered is
only the merits of such a success.
The fact that two women are
competing for the same council
seat, is no more newsworthy than
the fact that two men are
competing. The story should be
that of issues, and goals.
To cover a campaign from the
angle of sex does as much injustice to the women competing for
the office as would an attempt to
downgrade both candidates simply because they are female.
Ed Seedier
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News Review

Wounded Knee
jury indicts 31
By JAN GUSTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press
SIOUX FALLS, S.D.A Sioux Falls federal grand jury has
returned 24 indictments against 31 persons involved in the seige
of Wounded Knee.
Most of the indictments charged obstruction of federal officers
by attempting to leave or enter Wounded Knee with supplies.
Seven were returned in connection with an airdrop of supplies
into the village on April 15.
One man was charged with theft of a government pistol and
another faced a charge of assaulting a federal officer.
Another grand jury session is scheduled for June 4 to consider
more indictments resulting from the 70-day occupation.

Sy MARX SUSSMANN
Last of three parts
Although there are an estimated four million diabetics
an the United States, the condition remains shrouded in
misconceptions.

Group acts
to organize
diabetics

White House blame asserted
WASHINGTONlames McCord jr., former security chief for
the Nixon campaign, said yesterday he is convinced the White
House is trying to blame the CIA for political espionage conducted by Pres. Nixon’s re-election campaign.
His statement was made following the disclosure of several
new developments resulting from testimony in the Watergate
scandal.
One was that the justice Department refused to make any
comment on why it had withheld information about the CIA’s assistance to E. Howard Hunt, who received false identification
papers, a camera, a recorder, a wig, and a speech-altering device
before the burglary of Daniel Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office.

Investigation in ’Papers’ trial
LOS ANGELESA Los Angeles County grand jury will investigate the burglary of Pentagon papers’ defendant Daniel
Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office in 1971. The case was announced
yesterday by Los Angeles County Dist. Atty. Joseph Busch jr.
Busch said he has reserved the dates ot lune 5 through 8 to
present testimony to the grand jury.
Investigators have been sent to Washington and Miami by
Busch to interview persons who mrght have knowledge of the
bur:Oars:

To narrow the educational
gap. two San lose State
University diabetics, George
Gnesehloff, a student activities adviser, and Tim
McGuire,an WU junior, are
trying to organize a social action group for diabetics.
"I’m not concerned with the
emotional
and
physical
problems of the diabetic,"
(;nesdiloff said. "What I’m
concerned about is the social
reaction to the diabetic."
He said he would like to see
just 10 diabetics join with him
to get a group started, but he
said he feared many SISU
diabetics would not join
because in doing so. their
"handicap" would be exposed
and they then would be subject to discrimination.
He claimed diabetics were

victims
of
discrimination
when seeking insurance or
lobs.
"They (insurance companies) insure the guy with the
bad heart, but not me," Goes &toff said, claiming many insurance companies are using
mortality rates based on 1949
tables.
Dick Engen, a local
independent insurance agent
with a diabetic son, agreed
with (,nesdilidl
"I
feel
diabetics are
misunderstood by insurance
companies," he said. "In fact,
for some companies, diabetics
are an adtomatic turndown."
He also claimed diabetics
are discriminated against in
hiring and pointed a finger at
group insurance plans as the
cause.
"Many companies
have
group insurance policies
which state no diabetics can
be included in the plan. so the
company won’t hire any."
Engen said.
He said diabetics are
receiving a bum rap.

"They have less absentism
on the job. and many times live
a longer life. This is because
they take better care of their
body and know more about it."
To aid the diabetic. Engen,
along with a diabetic partner,
is tittering discounted insurance.
We are able to offer life and
disability insurance and some
hospitalization at lower prices
than
regular
insurance
companies, because we cut our
commission by two-thirds."
Engen said.
While Engen and Gnesdiloff
are working to better the
economic life of the diabetic.
the SISU Health Center and a
county group are concentrating on the physical and
emotional adjustments.
For no cost, any S1SU
student can go to the health
center and haves urine test for
sugar content. If a sign; ficant
amount of sugar is present in
the urine, a Glucose Tolerance
Test will be arranged, again
for no cost to the student.
Once a diabetic is

Hutchinson discloses poor funding

By PETER HOWARD
At a time when San lose
State University, along with
other schools in the CSUC
system, is being forced to
eliminate programs and put
quotas on class sizes, the
chancellor’s office has been
charged
with
improperly
diverting funds that were toga
for hiring additional faculty.
These facts were disclosed

during budget hearings in
March of the Assembly Ways
and Means Sub-committee on
Education, according to Bud
executive
Hutchinson,
secretary of United Professors
of California.
However, Charles Davies,
public relations director for
office,
the
chancellor’s
challenged the claims in a
telephone interview from Los
Angeles.
He said the funds for 176.7
emergency faculty and support staff positions granted by
the legislature in 1972 to meet

critical shortages in several
impacted areas did go to unit producing programs and
therefore was a "proper"
move.
The subcommittee, he said.
has been informed of the
chancellor’s answer to its findings.
Glenn
S.
Chancellor
Dumke
diverted $267,768
121.4 faculty positions) to the
Innovation Project budget
from the legislative grant for
impacted areas.
The chancellor diverted
$01,888 (four positions) from

the grant to the trustees audit
staff, after the legislature had
specifically refused a request
for funds for that use.
The equivalent of three
faculty positions were
channeled to the university
presidents to use for faculty
recruitment.
Thus a total of 28.4 positions
were diverted and the controversy is whether or not the
action was justified.
Hutchinson thinks it clearly
was not and says he would not
be surprised if it is being done
to a greater extent than is

known.
"We have not used any
positions other than unit producing," Davies stated.
"Last summer we received
176.7 positions for emergency
uses. We canvassed all the
campuses immediately and
asked what their emergencies
were. They got the positions
they asked for." Davies noted.
Examples of where Davies
said the positions went include 1.3 to SISU for pilot
programs such as art history,
3.5 to California Polytechnic
at Pomona, and 2.6 to CSUC

Job center opens

Kung Fu

Remember when as children, you played cowboys
and Indians? Roy Rogers and his wonder dog Bullet
captured all the crooks. Powyou’d shoot the gun out
of the hand of thestranger In black. Today’s kids have
something new. Kung Fu has become the hero
replacing Hopei ong Cassidy. Instead of shooting the
gun out of the outlaws handtoday you’d karate chop
It off.

Eco group raps council
By BILL PATERSON
The city’s Environmental
Commission will appeal lathe
city council for more review
and participation in city environmental matters at the
council’s next meeting on
Tuesday, May 21.
The commission took this
action Tuesday night after rejecting, by 5-4 vote, a strongly
worded ultimatum asking for
more powers of the commission’s dissolve.
The commission will ask the
council to stop what it termed
environmental "tokenism" in
the commission. and give it
rights to oversee and review
Impact reports, consult in the
city’s geo-technical study,
make recommendations on the
recycling
cities waste
program, as well as referral of
other environmental issues.
Commissioners were also
dismayed at a memo from the

Indian Day
at DeAnza
e American Indian Market
Day will be Saturday, at
DeAnza College in Cupertino,
from 9:30 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Tribal performances will be
given every hour between
noon and 6:30 p.m. and an
will
pow -wow
intertribal
begin at 7:30 p.m.
donation to the
Adult
Market Day is SI.

city manager’s office to the
city council on April 23
explaining a state assembly
bill on non-detachable tab
cans which read "submitted
for the environmental commission."
The commission has met
several times in recent weeks
to discuss its role in city environmental affairs as well as
the position it would take
following the resignation of its
advisor. Ken Boyd, two weeks
ago
as
environmental
coordinator.
The nine commission
members present discussed
two letters of protest, that had
been drawn up by a three
member subcommittee earlier
in the week. That committee
recommended the inclusion of
both letters in each city councilman’s May 21 packet.

However, when the shorter
of the two letters %vent for vote
it ended momentarily in a tie:
with
Hughes,
Kuehl,
Flanagan, and Dr. Robert Baer
in favor of its submittance
while O’Brien, Velma Million,
Dr. George Castro, and Glen
Dobbs opposed the motion.
Chairman Heath. at first
reluctant, cast the deciding
vote against the letter. He said
he could not vote for it unless
more of a majority was
favorable to the idea.
After a short discussion,
and some difficulty over
parlimentary proceedurea, the
longer letter was accepted, 71, with Dr. Baer dissenting.
The letter does not ask the
council to dissolve the commission if there recommendations are not carried out.

Teacher interviews
available Saturday
Some teaching interview appointments are still available
for Saturday’s on -campus
recruitment program, Marian
Winters of San lose State
University’s Career Planning
and Placement reported.
representatives
’rhose
visiting SISU will be from
elementary and high school
districts in Kings, Kern,
Madera, Contra Costa, Ventura, and Placer counties.

1 hese recruiters will be
for
prospective
looking
elementary
and
special
education teachers; secondary
teachers of industrial arts,
home economics, music,
business education, and
science; and
reading
librarians.
"Preference will be given to
students earning their credential this year," Mrs. Winters
said.

By BARBARA FRENCH
What can you do with an
unemployed female English
instructor besides teach her
how to type fast?
afternoon
two
Tuesday
representatives from the
Resource Center for Women
gave their answers to 29
women and one man in the
Student Union Guadalupe
Room A.
The discussion was
coordinated by Women’s
Studies tor Women’s Week and
was in conjunction with the
Student Activities and Service
Office’s job symposium.
Beginnings
One year ago live women
met at a 12 week workshop in
career planning sponsored by
the Stanford Faculty Women’s
Club. ’rhere they discovered
each had an interest in
women’s role in the labor
force.
One and one-half weeks ago
they opened up the Palo Alto
Resource Center.
According to Ellie Shelling,
president. and Mary Perez,
talent bank coordinator, the
center offers women, from San
Francisco toSan lose, a chance
to explore and redirect their
job capabilities.
Accomplishing goals
accomplished
This
is
through education in the form
of courses and workshops,
group and individual
counseling, employment and
information.
educational
referrals to Bay Area
resources and the Talent Bank
of
qualified
’comprised
women who want to re-enter
the work force).
"After a year of researching
colleges, business services
and organizations, we set up a
program that wouldn’t
duplicate or conflict with
other programs," Ms. Shelling
said.
"We are a direction -orientated type of place, helping
women decide what to do
next."
The center, located in the
Peninsula Conservation
Center on Emerson. is a nonprofit organization funded by
donations from businesses,
private foundations and incontributors, the
dividual
women said.
Their workshop activities.
however, operate on a cost
basis.
Tea week course
In terms of education, the
center offers a ten week
course, "Focus on Choice:
Women in Transition." The
course was recently taught at
Foothill College in Los Altos
through community services.
"The class deals with why
we (women) are where we
are," Ms. Shelling stated. "It
deals with employment.
voluntary work, sociological
changes of women and
decision making."
Two Ph.D.’s from the Pal.,

Alto Unified School District
have created the decision
making segment of the course.
It will be offered next fall at
Foothill and the College of San
Mateo.
A woman interested in using
the facilities of the Resource
Center should call and make
the
appointment,
an
organization’s president said.
will
interview
an
From there
be set up.
It is at this time the woman
may seek the services of the
counseling facilities.
"We have six to eight professional volunteer counselors
who talk to women and help
them decide what they want to
do." Ms. Shelling said. "A lot
of women think they should
automatically go back to
school but, this isn’t necessarily their answer."
Counseling discussions
There is also an eight week
series of group counseling discussions which explore the
techniques of goal setting and
personal evaluation.
"The discussion deals with
what a woman can do with her
college
what
background,
programs are available and
how to approach them," Ms.
Shelling said.
Out of these programs grew
the Talent Bank.
"The Talent Bank operates
on a part-time and short-term
approach," the president said.
"It is meeting employers and
talking to them about hiring
educated and bright women to
a job where they can apply
their skills."
The two guests emphasized
part-time
and
temporary
positions are a good way to get
women back into the job
market where full-time jobs
are tight.
Affirmative Action
They mentioned because of
Action
Affirmative
the
Program (which demands that
employers make an active
search in the hiring of
women)
and
minorities
businesses are looking for
women.
"We don’t deal with
secretarial positions because

we don’t want tot ompete with
something that is already
fulfilling a need," Ms. Perez
said.
"And," Ms. Shelling added,
"we cannot, as of yet, compete
seeking
profit
with
businesses."
The Talent Bank is a free
service but the women have
been asking businesses and
women, using this facility for
donations. According to Ms.
Shelling donations have been
coming in.
The
Stanford
Research
Institute is also interested in
the Talent Bank. A woman
from the Institute frequently
calls to relay information
about positions available in
the university’s departments.
Job openings and referrals are
transmitted mostly through
service"
the Center
"lip
representative’s said.
Future plans
Future plans include the
compilation of job opportunities in the Bay Area.
This list will be mailed to
women who have applied for
it. Qualified women can look
over the list and those who
believe they are qualified will
check into various jobs. Now,
center
the
however,
interviews women for jobs
qualified
the
down
and sends
ones.
At first the organizers of the
center believed that the main
thrust of their clientele would
middle-aged
from
come
women who wanted to reeconomic
the
enter
mainstream.

background and a "surprising
science
number with
backgrounds."
Ms. Shelling said being
everything" has
"middle
caused some problems when
applying for funds.

tittl ill
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Artists’
Oil Colour
Sap Green
SL
it .114

lele lo

In the future it has been
suggested the group drop the
’for women’ from their title
and open it up to men also
having difficulties in their
careers.
But, right now they are
concentrating
on
helping
women get their heads
together. they said.
City’s employment goal
At the end of the session
Dave Armstrong, representative from San lose’s testing
and recruiting (personnel) office told of the city’s Affirmative Action Program and
its goal of a 51 per cent women
work force to be achieved in
five years.
Alt hough the Resource
Center’s representatives said
they have had no job offerings
from cities or counties, women
in the audience busily took
down the employment information Armstrong gave
out.

. . well, maybe not a
million, but we do have
all of Winsor & Newton’s fine Artists’ Oil
Colors. Everything
from Alizarin Crimson
to Zinc Yellow. We’ve
got Winsor & Newton’s
Water colors too, dozens of ’em. Stop in and
see tl-c,iem all.

/
.()
78 Volley Folr
Son Joie -248-4171
565 Son Antonio Rd.
Vle -94)1

FROM
51.50

Problem area
"The problem of unemamong
exists
ployment
women out of high school with
some experience, all the way
up to the MA’s and Phi Beta
Kappa’s who haven’t worked
in 20 years," Ms. Shelling said.
Resource
the
Presently
Center’s applicants have been
white middle-class women
with it wide educational

10TH ST. PHARMACY
10TH & SANTA CI.ARA 2.94-9131

Special Student "Discounted" Auto Insurance
For Qualified Students
Drive by or call today for a quotation

ANDRES

Fullerton for pilot mini course.
The fact remains. however,
the
although
that
programsat least the Innovation Projectare unit producing, they are still not
what the legislature intended
the funds to be spent for, according to Hutchinson.
No members of the subcommittee could be reached
for comment.
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For women’s careers

Bob Ootiory

diagnosed, he may be referred
to his own doctor for
treatment, or sent to Valley
Medical Center where Mrs.
Jeanne Edwards heads the
Diabetes Society of Santa
Clara Valley.
"My prime function is
education of diabetics and the
public," Mrs. Edwards said.
We have special cookbooks
for the diabetic, a newsletter
and membership into the
society, which is $2 per year.
and other informational pamphlets."
She said the 1.000-member
society
is
funded
by
donations, memorials, and
membership fees. The county
countributes space and a desk
for her 12-4 p.m. office hours
each day.
The society, which was
formed in 1962, holds four
general meetings annually on
the latest accomplishments in
the diabetic field and a weekly
class on diabetic care. A
special discussion group of 13
to 19-year -olds is also held
weekly.

PH -289 8681
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Police tell how

Prevent rip-offs
is

1110

MI.1.1.11111.

rshy
state I
walk liii, his
student ti
house, and walk right out
.,rirt without really believing
,,’one actually lust ripped.
mu stereo and television.
hances are the items will
rr be rediscovered because
student laded to take the
to discourage a burglar
,s hitting his place, and et ,12 his California driver’s
,s,:e number onto valuable
tie San lose Police
mrt meat has a new
’brim designed to hamper
of hard to identify items
that television, or tools
! other items of value.
rording to lim Pearce. a
live in the police
.irtment’s crime preven. section. persons should
ol serial numbers of items
ry have them and inscribe
! driver’s license number
dued items if they don’t.
: small electric etcher can
r. borrowed from the Mission
Street station.
When the items are reported
stolen, he said, the number can
!...rit he sent In the National
Information Center’s
puler.
loe Guy tries to sell your
television in a flea
,’11
kit in Savannah, Georgia
; the marking is
edhe’s caught.- Pearce
added benefit is that if a
r is only hours old, and
,aps undiscovered, the
rr’s license number etched
,ropert y in a suspicious
so’spossession can he
is,

/NMI.

department makes
a sticker for display
ing that all items of value
rie house have been marked
rs proof this has been done.
la.

A
A burglar with o
’fence’ will more than likely
he
said.
up,"
pass that house
because of the difficulties in
re-selling the item.
Other ways to prevent a
burglary are more traditional,
but also very effective, he said.
-l’he use of secondary locks.
supplementing the manufacturer’s lock. may cost the
burglar more in time than he’s
willing to risk." the detective
said.
Chain locks he dismissed as
virtually worthless, but better
than no secondary lock at all,
It nothing else a student
should buy at least two cheap
locks to gain time." he said.
He highly rectum mended the
use of a deadbolt lock if a window is near the door, one
which opens and locks only
with a key on both sides
should be used.
"lust the appearance of the
flush boll lock on theoutsideof

1 hr
burglar." he said.
Because the deadboli lock is
expensive ’cheapest around
8151. few students wash is
install one an an apartment
they’ll probably soon leave.
-Most students won’t.
except those that have been
burned before." he said.
’Students have a special
problem since they are subjes.t
to regular semester breaks,
vacations and live in temporary quarters." he said.
But the best protection.
Pearce said, is to make a deal
with your neighbor It, watch
his place when he’s gone and
for him to watch yours when
you’re gone.
"If the neighbor sees anyone
suspicious around your place.
tell him to call the police
department." he said. It min
result in an arrest for burglars
or just straighten out the in
nocent circumstances.

Dan O’Connell, Pricilla Spencer and Jerry Johnson

Hidden eyes
aid vice squad
The long arm of the San
lose Vice Squad will soon
be equipped with hidden
eyes and ears, too.
The San lose City Council, has accepted a $9,712
grant from the California
Council on Criminal justice
ICCA:11 for the purchase of
hidden camera and sound
recording equipment for
undercover vice squad
agents.
According to Robert
Carlsen, police department
budget officer, most of the
vice squad’s work is done
it night, so the cameras
’,III be able to take infrared

Religion learned

Trio plays fun

photos.
"This equipment will be
used wherever we need it"
Carlsen said, specifying,
"It will be used against
street walkers, loan
sharks, pimps, gamblersyou name it, If
necessary, it will be used
inside the men’s room at St.
lames Park."
Carlsen added it is hard
to nail down vice offenders
and this equipment is
needed to make arrests and
most of all to get convictions.
The council action was
taken Monday.

By PEG BENNETT
Two years ago, San lose Stale t asiversity
Drama graduate, Dan O’Connell decided there
had to be something better to do with spare time
than sitting around swapping college stories.
He called his friend S1SU drama student, Jerry
Johnson and put the question to him, lerry gave
it some thought then came up with the
answerputting on religious plays minus costumes or scenery to local audiences.
’They invited Santa Clara University drama
student Pricilla Spencer to join them and the
religious play trio was born.
"We had trouble finding trio plays." said lerry,
"But this is one that never fails."
The one that never fails is "People v. Christ"
presented recently to seventh and eighth graders
and their parents at Holy Spirit Church. Some of
the students claimed it was the best religious
lesson of the year.
"We love doing this." said Pricilla, a statuesque brunette with a warm smile. "It’s great to see
how well students react when we have no costumes or props."
The trio is busy with active lives besides the
play.
Pricilla spends every spare moment at the

Durrell views love
By ELIZABETH VENEGAS
The last installment of the
weekly faculty book talks
ended yesterday on a note (il
love.
Laurence Durrell. in "The
Alexandria Quartet." says one
should indulge in love but
reline it to its full extent to
find one’s true sell. according
to Dr. Herve 1,e Mansec of the
rench department.
’the book is made up ol four
volumes. The first three deal
with the eternal present and a
person who is not aware ol
time, Le Mansec said.
The last volume deals with
time and the reader can relate
to the book in terms of history,
said Le Mansec,
the reader learns in the last
volume that the time sequence
is the period before World War
Alexandria. EgYPI. is
depicted as a city which
symbolizes passion. the occult
sciences and history.
Characters in the book try to
deal with the spiritual and

physical
conflict
in
themselves. Dr. Le Mansec
remarked.
These characters must learn
how to cope with the battle in
themselves in relation to their
existences in the city ol
Alexandria. Le Manses:
explained.
For example, a girl in the
book asks, "Can they really be
bombing us?" It seems to her
the real world of war cannot
exist in the midst of the noise
and passion of Alexandria. I,e
Mansec stated.
The characters live in an enclosed world and what is going
on around them does not
interst them.
But the the same time,
Durrell says only in love will
they rediscover their true
selves.
"Durrell tells us love is the
way to spirituality once it is
refined." Le Mansec said.
The problems characters
have is learning how to find
love in an African city which

Vietnam Cultural Night
at Men’s Gym tonight
Vietnamese Lott oral Night will be tonight. at 7:30 p.m. in the
Men’s Gymnasium.
The presentation was moved to the gymnasium because of the
closing of the Coffeehouse where it had originally been
scheduled to take place. Co-Rec activities, as a result of the move,
is cancelled.
The program will emphasize the culture of Vietnam by the
presentation ol folk and modern songs, poems and music. Vietnamese history, way of life woman’s role in society and centuries
okl tradition of struggle for independence and freedom will be
stressed in the presentation. Nguyen Anh-Tri who is helping to
organize the event stated.
The night is sponsored by Intercultural Steering Committee
IICSCI. Barbara Dunn, publicity chairman for !CSC. stated that
the proceeds from the event will go into a newly established
foreign tuition fund.
The culture night is presented by the Union of Vietnamese in
the United States which is a national organization of Vietnamese. Viet Vu, member of the organization stated the group
would like to see the United Slates out of Vitenam both
politically and militarily as guaranteed in the peace agreement.
"Then the Vietnamese can solve own problems without foreign
interference." he said.
,l,.
;5!
Admission is ,s

is at the same time lost in the
past and caught in the present
but trying to handle problems
which are relevant even in
modern times.

SU) Lifeboat Theatre where she has a lead part
in "Boyfriend" which opens May 25th.
lerry recently changed his major to
Psychology and is working at juvenile hall as a
counselor.
He says he brings much of his drama
experience to the job.
"l’here are two of us dealing with about 30
kids," said Perry. "Sometimes we place.pieces of
paper with single words written on them. The
kids select a word and we direct them to put on a
three minute play around the word. It’s amazing
what they come up with."
Dan works for the CYO ’Catholic Youth
Organization) as a program co-ordinator and
agrees his drama background is the biggest thing
going for him when dealing with young people.
lie is also involved with local filmmaker Pat
Donahue who wrote and produced "Chained," a
western documentary in which Dan appeared.
"Chained- appeared in some of the local
theatres with "Straw Dogs" and "Take the
Money and Run" starring Woody Allen.
To present "People v. Chirst" the trio charges
only a royalty feeusually $10 which
immediately goes to the publisher of the play.
They claim it would spoil there fun if they
became commercial and charged more.

The phone fee was optional
this semester. which AO per
cent of the dorm students
choose In pay.

e loved women.
He loved men. He
did not care what
the world thought.
He was the world.

lecturer
on tour
Ian Hibell, a British
bicyclist who is in the San lost,
area enroUte to completing an
around-the-owrld tour h
bike, will give a slide lecture
on his 10-year adventure in tht.
S.U. Umunhum Room. toda
at 2:30 p.m. and 8 p.m.
A 50-cent donation will he
asked at the door. The mone%
will be used to help finance his
journey north to Alaska.
Hiball. who plans to complete his 100.000-mile journey.
has biked over mountains,
deserts and hacked through
jungles in criss-crossing
tourney spanning Iwo-hemispheres.

’Minority job chances slim’
By KYLE CLARK
"When ethnic minoritt,
students come to me and ask
me what job areas are open to
them now, said Dr. Rudolph
E. Cook. chairman of student
counseling services, "I’m
afraid I have to tell them I do
not know."
Dr. Cook, with four other
panelists, was discussing
"Problems in Career Choices
tor Ethnic Minorities," during
the Student Activities and
Services sponsored job market
symposium Tuesday.
Openings by chance
According to Dr. Cook,
choices and decisions
regarding occupations for
ethnic minorities are "by
chance, when there is an
opening, or a ’fad’."
Cook
always
Or,
recommends ethnic minority
students go into something
they can do very well. "so they
can do fantastic things in what
they are doing, and focus only
on that."
Degree important
In a survey brought to the
workshop by Or, Manuel
Miranda. a counselor, it was
lound that in 1910,25 per cent
of the work force in the U.S.
was employed in white collar

lobs. Today 60 per cent are
working in white collar jobs.
"Most white collar jobs require an education of at least a
B.A.." said Dr. Miranda,
"credentials are most important, so it is clear we have
to work at getting ethnic
minorities an education."
Area crowded
One problem Dr. Miranda
is
the
out
pointed
"overwhelming" majority of
ethnic
minority students
concentrate their studies in
social sciences. "And this area
just holds about 10 per cent of
the work possibilities." he
said.
Lester Bond, a SISU
counselor and instructor in
counseling edue- lion said he
went into psycnological and
social science because -it fit
right in with the background
and upbringing I had. Fits background
Bond, who is Black. went
into biological science when
he first came to SISU as a
student, "it was a risk for me. I
didn’t think I could complete
it," he said, "I his overwhelmed
me so I changed."
All the panelists agreed
most ethnic minority students
complain they haul a lack of en-

couragement logo into certain
areas by their counselors in
high school. "They just don’t
give you the information
because they think you can’t
handle it," Bond said.
Emma Knew’’’. a personnel
worker for the city of San Jose,
and a spectator at the
workshop, said quite a few
ethnic minority students have
counselors tell them not to
take too hard of classes
"because they won’t make it.
so the students try harder for
the challenge."
Fear motivates
Or, Cook said most ethnic
minority students are afraid of
lailure, and because of this are
driven to the point that is
expected of them.
Mike Honda, the SIM.) Ombudsman added, "maybe this
fear will drive you towards a
point, but then maybe that
same fear will keep you at the
point. Must try harder
Honda said when ethnic
minorities are in a job position
they "not only have to accomplish 100 per cent but 150
percent, This fear keeps them
going."
Ilsassla related what a

professor once told him, "if
you want to make -it, do what
the white guy does." he said.
"hut then preempt it by doing
something he can’t."
Mrs, Kuevor said often
ethnic minorities ask
themselves. "should I go into

Visconti’s
(THE MAD KING
OFBAVARIA.)

Engineering students at San
lose State University have until tomorrow, to turn in preregistration cards to the
Engineering Building room
143 in order to insure space in
desired classes.
luniors may turn in preregistration cards wit h "mark
wnse" Lards today in Eng. 143

an area where I will find
money. or should 1 go into an
area where I feel more at
home?"
"It’s a question of wanting a
piece of the pie," said Bond. "or
changing the perimeter of that
pie."

TECHNI=

Elmer C. Graham
buried Wednesday
Elmer C. Graham, former acting chief of Campus Police in
1967 and a campus police oflitter until his death of a heart
attack Sunday, was buried
yesterday afternoon in the
Greenwood
Memorial
Cemetery in Bend, Ore. He was
54.
Graham, who resided at
5770 Winefield Blvd., retired
from the U.S. Army in 1964 as
a captain, and the service was
accompaaied by full military
honors. The Rev, Dr. Donald
Krug of the First Presbyterian
Church officiated at the
service.
He is survived by his wife
Phyllis. his son Gary and a
grandson from San Francisco,

his mother Mrs. Maud.
Keeney, and brother Ralph,
both 111 fiend, Ore

0

-Glenda’s portrait of a
raunchy guttersnipe is a
showstopper..

,

t:
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Glenda
Jackson

Peter
Finth

"The Nelson
Affair"
IlichaelJayston

StAbgeki
COCKTAILS
BEER
ANCHOR STEAM BEER
HAPPY HOUR FROM 3-7 PM t
SUBMARINES FROM 49c
f,
; FUN MUSIC POOL TV
-,..01.-..*************,,,-********,,
O
R3rdSAcRA
PITCHER

"People
Plea :in’
Pizza"

sandwiches
spaghetti
salads
brew

between 9 a.m, and noon.
Sophomores are to turn in
cards tomorrow from 9 a.m.
until noon and freshmen
students on Friday between 9
a.m, and noon.
Students who do not turn in
cards on the assigned day may
turn them in on the following
day.

Introducing Friday Nite Entertainment
FOLK -SOLO GUITARIST
JULIU-1
8 SJAMES
0 pm

Calendar

4 ’51

NORTH SAN PEDRO

Where Spaghetti can be fun
a complete dinner for $1.95
hours Mon-Thur 5-10 pm
Fri -Sat 5-12pm Sun 4- lOpm
San Jose Cant.

Phone 288-7488

Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun
Tue

9 Elvis Duck
10 Mike Bloomfield
11 Snail
1 2 Snail
1 3 To be announced
1 5 Sun -Moon

30 So. Central Campbell
374-4000
No Cover Su -Wed

r

irP141ft
t-Z
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Pre-reg deadline

He also explained the in
creased fees were budgeted at
cording to Gov. Reagan’s
proposed 12 per cent cost ol
living raise for slate em
plovees.
A $20 per semester phone
service fee will be added to the
dram fee next semester as a
security measure. Allison
said. "It’s better if students
have access to the phones in
case of emergencies." he said.

Bicyclist

organizat ions.
All A.S. agencies needing
more money next year. or not
included in this year’s budget.
would go through the Special
Allocations Committee.
the budget committee
originally planned to have its
proposed budget before the
A.S. Council at yesterday’s
meeting.
Lengthy debates, especially
meas.
concerning
intercollegiate athletics, have
drawn out the meetings
making the committee about a
week behind schedule.
The budget committee is a
subcommittee of the A.S.
Council, and functions to
requesting
screen
organizations who want to be
included as a regular part of
the A.S. budget.
Any organization not included in the budget deserving
A.S. money must wait until
tall and go through Special
Allocations.

I PG

Dorm fees hike
The cost of living in the
dorms will rise to $613 per
semester for a double room
and $713 per semester for a
single ronm, according to the
housing office.
This semester’s fees were
$5131 for a double room a nd Sft36 for a single room.
Bill Allison. director of
Auxiliary Enterprises. listed
three reasons for the increase.
He said there has been a
tremendous rise in food prices.
the food service didn’t have
an increase last year, and
they’re really hurting." Allison
said.

In a last-minute Wort to
balance the 1073-74 A.S.
budget, the A.S. Budget Committee will meet today to trim
more than $50,000 from more
than 30 funding requests.
The committee has been
meeting since early March,
heanng funding proposals
nom all parts of the campus,
including the Music
Department.
the Spartan
Daily. meas. and womens’
intercollegiate athletics, the
birth control center and
Experimental College.
The A.S. expects to receive
about $460,000 in student fees
during the coming academic
year. Original requests for
money totalled more than
$90,000 and the committee
has so far reduced that figure
$72,000. but has $50,000 logo
la balance the finances.
Included in this year’s
proposed budget is a $5,000
allocation for a Students’
Program Allocation Board.
’Ilia board, an invention of
A.S. Pres. Dennis King, would
handle all funding requests
next year from campus

rs_N-Wio-2 ant,
Every Friday nite, with
presentation of your Student
Body Card-

3

$1 00 0

CARRIAGE SQUARE
1535 Meridian Ave.
266-0217

OFF
Any large pizza
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School symphony gives
’ moving’ performance

--mmoommillnill111111111111111111111110

e nIewlon

Cellist Mark Rose

By WARREN HEIN
The Symphony Orchestra 01
San Jose State University gave
a beautifully moving
performance Tuesday night
before 250 pleased audience
members in the campus
Concert Hall.
The evening’s program
started with Brahms Tragic
Overture, Opus 81. This
overture is described as
"gloomy and melancholy" in
the program, but the accurate
and smooth string section
made the music a touching
melancholy.
Displaying
strong
performances in the Brahms
was the mellow din of the horn
section, highlighting the
quieting effect. The oboes,
especially that of soloist Peter
Pinkerton, played clearly and
without a flaw.
The unconventional work of
the evening was the following
Lieutenant Kije,. Opus 60 of
Prokokiev’s. This composition
was originally a move score of
1933, following the life of a
Russian army recruit from life
to death.
The Prokoviev was light and
military in it’s instrumentation. Flute, picolo,
snare
drum and trumpet all have a
chance to shine, and they did.
The piercing trumpet of
soloist Edward Smith, along
with the picolo and flute of
Cynthia Montanez and Ann
Richards. added to the
military spirit that doninated
the dance suite. Every

By NANCY BAKER
ordinary,
The quiet,
universal town of Grover’s
Corner’s, New Hampshire,
will be recreated by the San
Jose State Drama Department
as "Our Town" is presented at
8 p.m., May 11, 12, 16-19.
The Thorton Wilder classic,
directed by Assistant Dean of
the school of humanities and
arts, Dr. Harold Crain, will be
presented in the University
Theater. Tickets cost $1
students with ASB cards, and
$2 general.
Replacing the previously
scheduled "Hill of the Bells,"
the Americana drama follows
the three stages in the lives of
two families: from the
childhood romance of Emily
and George, through their
poignant wedding and to
Emily’s death.
The play reflects Wilder’s
philosophy that man’s unhappiness is not his failure to
achieve greatness, but his
failure to appreciate the
beauty in ordinary existence.
Dr. Crain explained, "Wilder

choir and the townspeople, the
production features five
faculty members in bit parts.
Students Steve Hagberg,
William Holladay, Elizabeth
Day, Phyllis Moberly, Mark
Freeman, Ricci Mann and Prof.
Richard Parks perform as the
main characters.
Warner Blake will design
the set, Richard Levering the
1900 costumes, and Norman
Russell the lighting.

Ken 131slo

Poignant wedding
in ’Our Town’
takes pains to relate us to
things which are eternal in
broadly philosophical terms.
He centers on specific people
we can recognize."
Involving a large cast, including 22 speaking parts, a

Believing Wilder to be
learned
most
America’s
playwright, Dr. Crain decided
to do the drama on the
Department’s suggestion and
the enthusiasm of his cast. "It
is one of the greatest of all
American plays." he said, "and
has a nearly flawless script."
The 1938 Pulitzer price
winner has often been chosen
for high school productions.
Schools are "lured into it," the
director said. "It looks easy to
do on the surface, but it is a
difficult play, demanding the
utmost in technique and
timing."

Computer controls man
in special fiction man
By GARY GALIOTTO
Special to the Daily
A computerjust short of
controlling nanis the subject of Michael Crichton’s
latest science-fiction novel
"’The Terminal Man."
"The Terminal Man" is a
story actually
based on
experiments now taking place
in the field of psychosurgery.
But Crichton goes one step
imposing
the
furtherby
process on a human being.
’The plot centers on the
terminal man Harry Benson,
who becomes a dangerous
following an
paranoid
automobile accident.
Benson’s brain is hopelessly
scientists
destroyed
until
decide to create a man with
both a biological and computer

brain to correct the damage.
So Benson becomes the
"terminal" for a single complex computerdesigned to
control all of his emotions.
One episode in the novel
manifests the computer’s complete control over Benson
when he almost lapses into a
violent fit. Suddenly, a "red"
light blinks over his bedindicating that the computer is
taking control. Then Benson,
whose violent nature
disappears, says, "It’s really a
very nice day."
Suspense is unleashed when
Benson escapes from his hoswital ward and goes on a
murder spree.
Final
scenes show the
helplessness of Benson as he
attempts to seek out help back

Feliciano in concert
lose
Guitarist -singer
Feliciano will perform in
concert Saturday. 8 p.m. at
Flint Center, Cupertino, along
with Chris Williams. Admission prices range from
$3.50 to $6.50 and are
available at Flint Center. San
Jose Box Office and all Macy’s
outlets.
Feliciano first rocketed to
lame in 1968 with his

recording of Light My Fire."
Since then he has had
numerous hits and albums and
has enjoyed the spotlight has
being one of the leading
entertainers on the concert
and nightclub circuit.
Feliciano made headlines
and came under attack for his
version of the "Star Spangeled
Banner," at the 1968 All -Star
game in Detroit.

at the hospital. However, his
demented mind, now aided by
the computer, forces him to
continue with his acts of
violence.
Benson’s life of torment
finally comes to a merciful end
in a bhody shoot-out in the
hospital basementbeside the
master computer.
Crichton’s novel also contains excellent drawings and
photographs which show each
Benson’s
of
stage
progressfrom its impressive
beginning to its pitiful end.

diversity in style, and modern
improvisations he died in
instruments
1953).
The
rendered his diverse reflections nicely, with the bells,
cellos, bass viola, trumpets,
trombones and even the tubas
all dueling for the spotlight.
They all deserved it.
The final work of the
was
Fells,
evening

Dancers to perform
Members of the troupe include Linda Beene, Leilani
Watters, Maureen Haley, Rae
Griffen, Pam Wilson, Gordon
Pierce, William Brown, Cooky
Poingsett, Janice Williams,
Jeannette Wilkenson, Theresa
McRae, and Yvonne Sanchez.

So you’ve got your college degree. And
with it, enough kisses, head-pats and congratulations to last you the rest of your life.
What you need now is a little green
stuff. Money. Or better yet, credit.
That’s what we’ve got for you: creditand then some-to meet the world head-on.
All wrapped up in a neat package called
Gradplan.
Gradplan can set you up with a credit
line big enough to do the kind of things you
want to do. It’ll show you how to get your
checks cashed immediately when they’re
needed. How to write yourself an instant
loan. And how to take some of the pain out
of finding a job (excuse the expression),
with a really handy new booklet you’ll find
right there in the Gradplan package.
Come in. Ask for our special Gradplan
Representative. And get yourself some
credit-plus.
Out there, in the real world, you need
all that you can get.

BAN KOF AM ERICA
Gradplan available only at:
Second and San Carlos Office
280 South Second Street

XEROX
3( EA.
COPIES

"t Copy FREE*
WI I H I HIS Al)
ONE PER PERS01%

Campus Copy
273 E. San Fernando
next to Peanuts
295-7778
i 00SE SH EETSBRING THIs

instillment section plays an
important part in the suite,
and they all played well.
A usual foreigner to the
symphony
orchestra,
the
saxophone, played a major
role in the Prokoviev, and
Stephen Anthenien winded
his tenor solor emotionally to
Prokoviev’s work.
Prokoviev is known for his

Fhe Kucheza Ngoma Dance
Froupe will perform Thursday
at 8:00 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom at San Jose
State University. Students are
50 cents and general public $1.
The troupe is directed by
Annette
MacDonald.

The Arts
Play ’Our Town’
opens this Friday

Claw Norton

Timpanist James Gott

cones? AMERICA

neeste role

Mendelshon’s Symphony No.
5, "Reformation." This was the
composer’s first of his travel
symphonies. This one is his
"English."
The first movement was
both soft and bold, full of
trumpets blaring the English
tradition.
The
second
movement was light and
melodic, leading the listener to
let his imagination run
through the countryside, with
the flutes and strings leading
the way.
Conductor
Manning’s
symphony
performed
surprisingly well.
If the
layman closed his eyes and sat
back, he would be hard put to
imagine students performing
the work.
There were some unpleasantries. The trumpets in
the Brahma cracked several
times, straining the reach the
high notes. The instrument
groups were not always an
perfect time. But the beauties
of the performance outshone
the minor flaws.
The cohesiveness of the

1

instruments in the last
of Mendelsohn. as
the horns rendered an old
laminar English church hymn.
sang out the fact that the SISU
symphony worked hard for
their last performance of the
year. They deserve the praise
and audience gave them.
movement

"Home of the famous
Nature Burger"
Boycotting meat’, Try our
delicious nutritious Nature
Burger. Still only 856.
045 E. Nati Clara at ash

Store Hours: Mon-Fri. 9:302
6 Sat. 10-5 (Special Discounts)

,

,

,

11’n IL
NATURAL
R3DDS

This face can
give you
a lift.
BARBARA EDELL/244-6871
Need a lift? PSA makes it
easy with over 160 daily flights
oonnecting Northern and
Southern California. Your PSA
campus rep makes it even
easier Get together

PSA gives you a lift.

Graduating?
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GETTING MARRIED THIS SUMMERS
8150 Wed [tress and veil. excellent cond .
or 575 or best offer Size 10 Recently
bought Call 247-3341

GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION?
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FREE MOVING BOXES & WOOD
PALLETS

VW SEDAN, Rebuilt 1700 engine. Brand
Call any hour.
new pant Ex, cond.
277-8787.

sow

’59 VW VAN 5650 Call 292.9719 alter 6
Pm or weekends
65 TRIUMPH 50000. extra chrome Sell,
chopped 5550 or best otter Call 3660133
68 HONDA 350 Scrambler See to appreciate $375 Call 265-3861 after 5
118 MA-LISU- , Auto trans. New brew
oaltery Excellent Condition 51,000 Call
40. 4090
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CALLING ALL DOLLY FANS-Actress
Janis PaignlnaOs SJ Music Theatre Scut
in a joyous production ol HELLO.
OuLL V, at Montgomery Theatre May 5L1 hauling choreogrePhy by Pref.NOrlat Steve Merritt Student & cniidren s
rates ROM 5350 Weis 6 Thura 830 pm
Also Wectili 230 Sun matinee rates tor
all Lail SJ Music Theatre 286-6841 or
come oy 30 E San Fernando Aiso SJ Box
unice or at IOW AM, TiONAL 50C OFF
..
THIS AD
FREE MONEY! Free noosing free
education tree clothing Its. furniture
tree travei How to gel it Free detail!
orb Boy 77346 Atlanta Ga 30309
KIM THINGS anxious to show you the
things that THING has for you THINGS
includes eyerything you need from
bicycle bags to cigarette papers THING
opens every weekday Efelyesen 12 noon to
8,112PM and located at cornet. ot S fltn &
E William St
HUMANITY tint dytng of thirst. but of
lack 01 1001 How do we relearn to love?
How do we find ourgelVel and fulfill our
potential in this dehumanizing world?
TIN SEARCH FOR SELF 12 wasteporary films to be shown lour Monday
evenings in May will explore various
answers to these co/Salons encounter
movement, communal living, seniOn/
awareness. OlealaYchologY. WOW’
meditation.
prcption.
back.
behaviorism Eachevenong will conclude
WHO small group chscusafons Mondays.
7 30, Student Union Series ticket $8
Students. 110 rig I Singe $250 Student
1$3 50 rieg.) For tickets or turdnsr information can the Humanist Community
of San Jos* 204-5017

WANTED- 63 Ford Fagan* or Mercury
Comet Needed for parts 241-8705
11 HONDA CB $50 Excellent condition
$520 Call 226-7801 or 826-5529 after 3
PM
SE TUNE-UP SS
ADJUST VALVES
CHECK POINTS. PLUGS
SET TIMING
2502863 after 6 PM
67 OPEL. 2 DOOR WAGON
SLAT. COND. ENGINE LIKE NEW,
TAPE SET-UP 5700. CALL VARRIAN
206-9362
SO TR--4A New engine new paint, new
quages and interior Perfection plusl
Come and see 243-0135
1141 VW FASTBACK nesly rebuilt engine.
?WS hrakes. clUteh. AM-I-M radio Fs coed
011 DestSi-M41 Cot MN hey 3254280
SO tor lose

61 FIAT 900. Runs good $125 Call 2945039
THIS ONE’SAISIGGIBIS9 Ford Galina.
Runs occasionally, good for parts $75 Or
best offer Cal Mary 225-1360

FOR SALE
TYPEWRITER HERMES 3000. portable.
$95 Cail after 3 PM 253-4443
GUITAR CLASSICAL. Martin, with case
$375 Call thee 3 PM 253-4443.
NATURAL AND ORGANIC FOODS el
WHOLESALE PRICES. Froth fruit &
prodoce, grains. tuns, seeds. honey,
fruit lumen. vegetable oils. eggs. 10 to 3.
Toes thru Sat THE WELL 795 W Nodding St. San JOile. Cl. 247-4800

STAMM’. ACADEMY offerong memorial
day tiastyle weekend Planning Building medal community m redwoods
Twenty participents For into wrote
NOW. 1492 Starruit Rod Woodside Cal

PRICED TO SELL
Sota-converts to bed & rattan bookshelf.
Cali 575-1481 after 5 pm

$ JOSS AVAILAIKEll
Alaska. C.ansda. S Europe. $8-15 per
hour. Mae 8 Female Hurry Send $3 to
Sox 839 La Cries Calif 91214 For Job
Directory

WE HANDSUILD Ihts best stereo
loudspeaker system, for the money
A 1, K LOUDSPEAKERS from $25 3549389

HIP-HUGGER PIZZA GRANO OPENING
SALE
wo pizzas for the helot one Any kind.
any size. ends Tours May 10 Next door
nip-nugger go-g0 dancers Fat your
tummy and your eyes Cheaply Now open
Sou MERIDIAN AVE San Jose
_
MONOAY CINEMA THIS
FLA IURES ’’M’ with Peter LON, and
Metropolis both fIlms directed by Fritz
o 308 7 30 prn MD A.,.1 nt,orn 5oc

SLIP Your Head Into Something Smooth.
3 motorcycle helmets for sale, also wood
clafinet and case $50 Can 297-4349Eves

Clam

FR1OAY FUCKS THE GREAT WHITE
HOPE" STARRING JAMES EARL
JONES MAY 11, 7 6 10 PM 6100515
DAILEY AUD. 594 ANIL
WED CINEMA "BILLY JACK- with Tea
levier. Shay leen/
r 30 PM MD Auditorium 504

DOWN SAGS. 21 lb goose, exceilem
cond $45 Ampex caste recorder. 20
watts wan speakers and tape, $66 Call
286-3339 Ph* or Mary
BLACKLITI POSTERS Si 50 PATCHES
’iSO lip INCENSE 25-29e PIPES 51 00
ip RADioS 53 95 & UP LEATHER
BiN(F(...ULARS 12200 & UP
im,ALitE COMPLETE 18 St t 95 4
;.2 95 STROBE LIGHTS $1799 GAS
u Ow. B 539S INDIA PRINTS FISH
51111011, 5158 & UP TSHIRTS $200
EAOH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando 1
Ohs from SJSU Phone 292-0409

Leughen &Melones

FREE
SiKE RALLY, May It 1 PM et the 7th SI
Pik* lot First prize-1 Postmen 10 spd
bicycle Sponsored by Atone Phi Omega
for Eco-Ween

IF YOU LIKII BOOKS. you II 10es
laturCLE a different used booing.
Recent plea Incl. al sprite Fleet Sci-Ft
...bon in Bay Area Records too We
nave the books you want S need & beat
teas in town Yes **Doyenne* boon
8 records RECYCLE 23500 1st St 2586275

concerning

be quizzed on ecologital lotto 0
at stations posted liner the

anyway.
Next week’s election

fraternity.

proximately 4 -mile I711111,41..
Sign-ups for the rallv will !».
taken all week in the In-

constitution,

told

structure
government.

The rally, which will sta.,
from the Seventh Street bd.,
lot, will combine rider skills itt
"trick" navigation. Riders will

Bond, Brown at
Muslim banquet

(Mice

tramurals

The.

vibes.

297-3874 or 277-3 1111.

Sam Skinner of Channel 44
will be master of ceremonies.
hav
help
educational equipment itii !to.
dtp
University of Islam. Safi
Proceeds

will

A S .3,n05

JUICE EXTRACTERE For sale-excei
cond 2 1/2mo old, little used. $85 Come
see AM-FM stereo multiplex 4 channel
stereo. 8 track deck, speaker 8
earprtones all tor $80.6 mo. old Call Mr
t-reernan 294-29800 am-6 Om
wEooiNG DRESS, long, modern it plain
oetacnable train 0011 550 209-3474 or
24/ -u036
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE 8’ X 45.
turnisned in nice park W. pool & laundry
J moss from campus 52.000 or 7 Mai.
SPEAKERS-QUADRAFLEX I, 3 may
system. good sound & condition 590.
each, 290-2815
STUDES-SITCHES All are expenenced
Puppoes For $5 you get man’s best Mend
and a 0000l puppy chow 1592 Willow
&as. S J
2 1/4 SO CAMERA MANIYA C 33
LENS’ 55. 105. 260 mm WLUNAS1X LITE
METER Plus many extras Call Ken aft.?
PM 275-9454

HELP WANTED
DEMONSTRATORS
RUBBERMAID PARTY PLAN
NO INVESTMENT
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WANDA
HAMMOND. DISTRICT MANAGER 408.
356-9227
MASSEUSES-Earn TOP Mayen while
training Day or night shift or part-time
V.I.P. HEALTH SALON, Fremont 7946542
BUSSOYS, waters-OXON. prehlared.
Must speak Chine.. Waikiki Village Resfaurant 15486 Lot Gatos Blvd Los
Gatos 356-9164
VOLU EEEEEE needed to teach arts Ind
crafts class at hated* Friendship Club. If
into..., call 9969377
NEED GIRL for light clerical 8
nousecieaning Also nandyman for
yardwork & panting Flexible hours
31 60hr, Call 247-3330 or 247-6477
_
FRi0/13’ FLICKS The Greet White HOple"
starring James Earl Jones, May 11,7510
PM. Morrie Daley Amid. 504 wan
MONDAY CINEMA THIS WEEK
tLA !ORES M’’ with Peter Lorre and
Metropolis both films directed by Frill
Loop 43067 3O pm MD Auchtorturn 504
GIRLS wanted to dance go-go
It a club mill chess NO TOPLESS Start
50 se.hhr Must be over 21 years
Auditions daily 292-5680 San Jose THE
Hie-HLIOGER 580 MERIDIAN AVE
CAMP
STORE
SEC EEEEEE ,
SOOKK EEEEE . PURCHASING AGENT
and DINING ROOM COUNSELOR
needed tor tine High Sierra Private Girls
camp Send relicenet0 1485 Redwood Dr
Los Altos, 94072 96/4297
VOLUNTEERS FOR SUMMER SCHOOL
CREDIT in areas of Art. Music. Drama.
&tends for sic week Day Camp See or
call Joints Martino, Activates Office eel
72972
ATTINTIONI
PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE
Full-time mellow lobs avail showing
Wecialty items to stogie working gain
Mansgernent Opportunities
Must Imire own transponation
For Intertnew Cali Conga
14151 982-16965-I PM

HOUSING

over

tickets may be obtained is
callinv A I vce Terrell at 27".

office,

TWO FEMALES newled to share large,
turn. 2 bdrrn. 00015 lit other girl
550/mo Petit OA For summer. 293-3702.
ROOM IN LARGO. OLD CASTLE, with
moat Lk glen Co-op 80$. 17th St 2967441.

ROOM-KIT. Co-id Resents now /or
summer Summer rates June thru
August. by Hall 279 E San Fernando.
Cloan, quiet. clogs 294-8472. 293-9814,
253-1152.
ROOMS, MEN, Cheerful. miry, well to well
carpet Good beds Outside Wren*
Quiet 406 So 11th St
FURNISHED APTS.
230 E San Salvador St (across from
Ouncan HailiSummer It Fail a caliCatiCtr,/
now being taken Cali 294-6028 or 2940758 Ask for J B or Mr Lee
LOW SUMMER RATES-INCREASED
SECURITY
e a 3 Bedroom 2 oatrepooi oft It De
AEA 0000 Pompons-Meg CON 470 5
ii Ii’. St Pe 2E17-7590

North Library. room
HO, no later than May 30.

ROOM
Female Preferred-2 blocks from camPut $55.. upstairs. if you loin us you get
wholesale dreariest boot. Cell soon for
a coot summer. 296-743e
SHARP ROOMY FURN. 1 br duplex 1/2
olk to campus Lrg kit &Oath& form dr
Pack Yd Weigh. 5150imo eves 2877322 Or 293-2697 eyes
LOW SUMMER EEEEE 598 Clean, turn,
comfortable 1 Dorm apt Now taking
reservations 288-7474 or 294-7332. 633
O istn St S J

ROOMS FOR RENT IN
downstairs Section of Almaden area
house (nr. Capital Limy.) Prof. female.
$75/mo. util Call 265-01580r 264-1762.
SUMMER
AILABLE NOM
Private room wiklt sop entrence large.
119111, airy. 294-8472, 293-0814. 253-1152
279 E San Fernando (next door to
Peanuts
IVY HALL

TOWNHOUSE WEST 2 ocirm turn. 3 full
montns 5130 Built-in washing macnine.
2,9-11.127

ATTRACTIVE, LARGE. CORNER rOOM
in quiet hOille Ideal for study Parking
kitchen pro near campus Serious
mature man 575/mo 2821-9154

DUPLEX pertly furnoshed $60. Summer
$90 reg. clean & private. S 11th San
Carlos 246-3023 or 730-5479.

DELUXE PURR. apt tot rent S130 r’no 4
ss irorn campus Owe? See manager
ti,i ci it/SE Rater, St SJ

LARGE APTS.. turn . quiet Parking Taking applications for summer & Fall 1
ban. $80. 2 bdrrn 0120536$ 8th St MI
295-7894

3 DORM. HOUSE 1 block SJSU. Aral
Summer & Fall Upper div. women 2976079

SIN FURNISHED STUDIO
Convenient to campus
600 South 9Ih St
turn. 2 bdrm apts. Summer rata.
$160. $180, 5165. 4 person max 843S Otn
or Call Agent 279-6333
LARGE 2 bdrm 2 bath, turn epts Now
ranting for summer, 5110 See at 508 S
i th St Call 294-7386 winter retell $150
FROM $56rrno New rooms morose the
campus Kit env. union Men .199S 91n
Women 2100 10th St Many 001151 Mitt
BEGIN
Must be seen SUMMER
JUNE 1st from 540 Open dimly for inspection Cali 295-6514 295-8526 or 2879585

LEGAL SEC EEEEE 1111 do fast, accurate
typing on IBM SeteCtric Call Nancy or
Mary 257-31800, after 8 PM 238.1540

TYPING in my North OHIO her..
reasonable Sahel echo, guaranteed
263-2739

MAGICAL CATS free to good horns Boa
01 food to boot Call 294-1875 afternoons
and nights

5562

10TH ANNUAL JOT FLIGHTS
EuROPE FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FROM 5359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
191614517905
4h4. 52nd St Sacramento CA 95819

TRANSPORTATION
ONE WAY CHARTER TO NEW YORK
MAY 3181 599 CO (tax included)
Contact Richard 274-4813

SUMMER CHARTER TO AUSTRALIA
AVAILABLE FLIGHTS BETWEEN JuneSpat
round-trip fare $578
Contra! Richard 274-4613

RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks 538.
Smelt
inclusive London departures
international group Camping travel Ages
18-30 Also Eueope Africa India 3-11
was WM@ wholeEsnh Travel Ltd Boo
1491 BC Mn 641r11

Young With TWA

EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
01 ,’tent thgrits StuOant Camping Iours
,,,ughOut Europe Russia and Mexico
(:),O, agent tor nter-Europesn
Prudent charter ’bolsi% including Middle

Weil It Pays To Be
YOur TWA Campus

East and For East CONTACT iSCA
11.7 San V.cente Blvd ett LA Cad
,49 ’EL 213, 826-5669 826-0955

HePreSentative Boil Crawford 1225-72621
can nay you Make yOur GETAWAY Fly
dl 3000110 TWA Vault, passport 61500
o to 24 months to Day witty a FREE
t.E AWAY CREDO CARD Gan 225;262 for information otter 5 00 298-6606
lor reservations Or your locgj tray, agent

LOST & FOUND
IMPORTANT
Dog found. German Shepard mix, adultmalt brown and black Weed collar,
moldy of 1115 and Margaret. Call Paula
275-9343,

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
.isiter FugnIs internabonai sail Gam.
, is efeo Franco Morales 2bb- 1196

FIND WHAT YOU NEED

IN THE SPARTAN DAILY

CLASSIFIED ADS

PHOTOGRAPHY
Passports 54
Weddings 525
Commercial, Ads PR Fashion B & W
Coior 275-0598

TYPING-Reasonable enpertencad and
tall IBM Selectric Call Helen 263-2739
WROOING PHOTOGRAPH that male.
In. occasion look as special sa it feels.
Visit our gallery and make the comPar mon-a different Mod of photo...OWN
tor people who care Pre.. & Bishop
Photography, Los Gatos, 438 North
sante Crul 354-2513

GIANT POSTERS Made from ern, photo.
slide or print in I day 55 Great gift Idea
Super Shot, 353 Meridian 293-5684
WRITING AND RESEARCH essoitane
Typing, editing (grad & under) Also
Everythtng for everybody 3794018

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
14151 965-1158

PERSONALS

STUDENT TYPING
Nan Meridian & Curtner
Experienced 285-2134

DONATE 014 A REGULAR BLOOD
plasma program and receive up to
540 montniy Bring student ID or to., en
and meaty@ a bonus with your :its’
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
S Almaden Ave San Jose CA 2948535
MONT)AY THRI I FRIDAY 7 to 3 lo

COLOR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY .72
oeautifiel 3 1/2 x 5 color proofs
,,egatives. 570 289-144901 286-8658
ate
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Check a Classification
Announcements
p Nilo UMW
Automotive
Pot lisle

SUMMER CHARTER TO MEXICO
MAZATLANt round trip airfare E nights.
9 days a nowt plus extras $19 PUERTO
VALLAR TA. round trip airfare: 6 nights, 9
days & hotel plus extr. $229 Eight dates
satiable - contact atenard 274-4413.

SPEED READING
thJOBLE or TRIPLE your loading rate
Devaop critical reedong skills 5 wk.
course Begins May 14 Mon Eves, in
Palo Alto Taught courses at Stanford.
L.A. New York Ufe, WestinghOuee.
U.C.L.A
PT & T. Only 550. Call Now. Michael S
Satz (4151 327-7567.

PASSPORTS-I, D. PHOTOS
4 for 53 50 One dly armee lam
m
Salt 8 am to noon TINKERBELL
STUDIO 1040 The Aiarneda SJ Call 796-

A id

LEAD guitarist needs drummer and bass
guitarist to Play lOrAl spots eround town
Call Fronk 288-9632

IF YOU’RE ENGAGED..,
NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Natures taking part in mating Ole line Or
Wedding Invitations and Accessories the
most creative and personalized ever
uoiorful flowery proclamations Rich
original nature-pholograpny Invitations
tven Me creamy classic tradition,.
I OWN 8 COUNTRY DUPLICATING ha’
a huge selection of truly original noes90f18, and announcements to choose
from -with a very special gtft offer to any
L.SUSJ student with this ad
TOWN S COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 5. Sareloge-Sunnyvele Rd
Cupertino, Calf. 95014
Phone 253-1131

CLASSES IN POTTERY, macrame,
stoned glass. ammonia’ rates. Blossom
Hill Craft. 356-8764 or 356-9036.

I lints

MONDAY CINEMA THIS WEEK
FEMURS, "M’ with Peter Lorre and
Metropolis both films chrected by Fritz
Lang 430£ 7 30 pm MD Auditorium 50C

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH enemy wedding photography tor
LOWEST Flay Area rates $88
Ill/it & vanite ainurn 60 color Win,
soil? OnOire f 1111 Se? Of shdes SAME
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra I..
coo, 8 x Kis St 25 each Staff of zu
OnOlOgraDnerS Make en appotntrnent 10
See our samples -then decide Open
every evenin0 until 10 pot For FREE
bridal Packet call 257-3161

SERVICES

SUMMER CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE
Clete Destination Airline Price
Li Jo 8 Otis to Frankfurt ONA 5279
Het. July 4 Brussels to Oak. DC-10
Lo Jo 19 Oak to AMilterclarn ONA $279
Het July 25 Frankfurt to Oak. DC-10
Ly July 5 Oak to London ONA 5279
Het. Aug. 8 Amsterdernto Oak DC-10
Lv July 22056. to Frankfurt ONA $279
Het Aug 22 Zurich to Oak. DC-10
lows many other flights) One way MOMS
5159 For further flight info. contact
Richard 274-4813

HELP! Need to rent or guy small tent
trailer Cali 289-1188 latter 9 FM)

FRIDAY FLICKS THE GREAT WHITE
HOPE" STARRING JAMES EARL
JONES MAY It, 7 & 10 PM MORRIS
DAILEY AUD, 50e ADM.

mi

CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete domesinternational programs Contect
tic
John Student Sento. West. Inc .232 E
Santa Clara. 0710 287-8301

POETRY WANTED for anthology Include almond envelope COnteMPOra,
Limestone Press 311 Conforms Street
Suits 412 San Francisca 94104

Selectric-Thesis,
TYPING -ISM
worts, general typIng, letters. etc
Reason.. rates 263-6895

TYPING-MY HOME
IBM Executive typewriter
358-2067

One
del
$150

SEA FRIEND to handicapped man Live
tree in atrocities rOOM Girl 00e1 16
Dime Call 298-2305 Ill 5

TYPING
80 Nom, 3ra St Apt 5823
287-4355

RENT A TV OR
no Contract
Fr. dei Free Service Cell EaChe’s 2512598

FEMALE, Sen or grad student needed to
share 2 bdrm . turn, apt $60,no Nr
campus. Pool 298-6138

THREE BEDROOM HOUSEio Atmes
Street from campus hernial or unfurn
Fecuity preferred Call 354-4363

IMO PURNIMIII0 STUDIO
All WOW. Included Clean & parking
Men only 620 So 3rd St

Jet..

Present Student Body Cord For Discount

TYPING, BOITING. FAST, ACCURATE
ISM SELECTRIC. FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER CALL 244-6444 AFTERS 30
MARY BRYNER

TWO FEMALES needed to share three
bdrm., furntshed house near campus
$45/mo All utilities awe 2913-0156

PRIVATE ROOMS for mole students;
Duplex. 1/2 blk SJSU. surnMer & Fait
share Ina rM., kit etc 297-6079

WHAT IT MI
Deluxe Furn, Apts
2 bdrrn. 2 bath $140 rno9umener
148 E William St 996-2494

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

FLYING SOON?

LARGE RN in pvt home for I or 2 male
students nest SJSU. 297-6079.

S. nice, $240 mg ROOM FURN $86. Fall
A Spring. for FEMALE. S 12th & San
Carlos 248-3023

0

732 So. First
804 Lincoln Ave.

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Masters Reports Dissertations
Marianne Timbers - 1924 Hang
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose

UNIVERSITY CLUB-Co-ed Beadolul
noose fireplace grand piano cote, T V
recreetion room lot env male & linens
toa.ing courtyard Include.; Continental
Breakfest From $79,no 202 So 11th
293-7374

Nowa FUNK $190 summer. 3 bdrms for

Si’ It

STAR
MOTORS
.17;
N1.11.1, *.i.

TYPING-term papers etc eimenenced
and fast Phone 269-8674

ROOM WANTED in large house with 4-5
students or So 12-15 before June 1st
Coll Dave aft 9 at 289-1994

LARGE NOUSE, party turn. for 8. 521:0.
summer, $320 reg. HOUSE for 4, 2 bdr
4130. sum. UNIT for 2 370. sum, $100. reg.
San Carlos, 246-3023 or 730S Ilth
5479.

The

council lor his first year. then
its A.S. president in his second

gel on the ballot last time.
In his plan, ten rouncil seats

AUTO WASH

TYPIST-FAST. Accurate Can vantage., s etc Near SJSU Mrs Astentan
298-4104

O

HOUSE: 3 bdrm, 2 bath, garage, pot*,
and lots of parking 811 S. 10th. 5265/Mo
$250 in summer Phone 296-5288.

and

idea he tried unsuccessfully to

LEARN SPORT PARACHUTING
COMPLETE FIRST JUMP INSTRUC
TIONS
ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED.
SPECIAL GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
STEVENS PARA-LOFT 569-5358

2 FINAL ROOMMATES needed. Nice.
Spacious house Close to campus.
Available Jun* 1st Cell 298-2909.

ONE SORM. UNITS
$115 Well furnished 480 Seth
$115 Freshly painted 600 S 9th

FREE RENT. One months Free Rent to
students with 6 mon! hs rental agreement
Minutes from campus, adult and trimly
sections, smell pets recreation facilities
2 own" 2 bath from $175 Unfurnished
from $1913 home!). 3 tocbrn opts also
available Willow Glen West Call 2156474

executive

the
the

Try our DRY CLEANING for sweaters.
snins. pants 950 it up Campus
Launderette Corner S 3rd & San
Salvador.

2 DORM. API 5135/month or Studio
Sat/month. 601 S 5th St See mgr as or
call 295-0800 or 258-0617

$00 AND UP, nice comfortable. quiet
rooms downtown. kit air .293-3910 156
N 5M St

live in
and

area,

anvIca

FEMALE-Share spacious, attractive.
Safe
quiet apt. with one gin
neig n bor hood. short totke n de to campus.
thatl-LM69

FOR RENT; 2 bedroom furnisMit1
apartment. 5150. 533 South 10th Street
Call 272-0295

that

59S0

TOWNHOUSE EAST, 2 bdrrn turn
summer-3 full months. $1257rno 293ib48

SIN
Large studio sop study room
Heated pools, turn w, caplets
5 min from campus
secluded
297.r 200

60

YOUR OWN LANGUAGE
Brignt COMM Would ul smells ..110wer$
speak e language eII their own Al very
special times like your wedding day.
you want them to express thousand
tnings BRIDAL FAIRS PLOWER
SERVICE features truly Creative comotnations of floret designo.nundreds of
distinct, quality arrangements at fantalc student prices. We Invite you to
compare.. bridal bouquets start at only
Student solicit $5 discount with
wedding order accompanted by this ad.
BRIDAL FAIR! FLOWER
10311 S. SIMMS-Sunnyvale Rd.,
Cupertino, 257-7202

HOUSE to share or room to rent L.
Gatos. Full phyologes, p001, single
student Or Couple. 356-8784 or 368-9035.

LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom lets turn $130. unturn 5120
w new carpets Oudot ohnospher nest
tne commis 385 S 4th St Call Ben 286113113 or John 356-5708

president-elect would serve as
the chairman ol the student

ASTOR’S 35c

Changes of address should
be reported to the Registrar’s

HOUSES. WOMEN for summer & next
scnool term Firer:Awe. parings diSpOsal.
ret 8 freezer, volley ball & tennis court.
Will accomodate groups of 4. 6. et 7 Call
at 406 So, 11th St

SAN
0 HOUSE-Great It.
mom:Mere linen & maid genrice. color
T v anchen print. till shows.. parking
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
569 to 589,no 295-9504 or 293-6345

president-elect.

the

council terms to Iwo years, an

HELP STOP
EYE
POLLUTION

0618

Pertly

King’s plan, and
replaced
by a

extend

King calls
this plan
"extended membership." and

Final grades for the spring
1073 semester will be mailed
lune 11 to the address indicated on spring registration
cards.

revisions

cording to
would be

The new constitution would
also encompass King’s plan to

spouses of students

Cold

cisco and to help build the
Islamic University in 1.111,iii
atitt
information
Further

proposed

university

albums.

HutBobby
saxophonist
cherson. with John Handy im

incorporating

so that 10 councilmen would
be new and ten returning.
l’he office ol vice-president
would also be eliminated, ac-

would extend the membership
of the A.S. to include citizens

good time." assures fraternity
representative Bill Adams.
Other prizes include bike
record

new

a

1111 :it
il
tt
mein hers Itt all prix dupes
except the right In %Ole Ill campus elections or run tor A. S.

will

several large changes into the
of
the
A.S.

"There is no entrance lee, no
no catches whatsoever. It’s lust meant tor a

accessories,

include

also

caleterial.

Duck, a gift certificate,
and oat cereal, all donated Its
local merchants.
For further information., ail

LARGE 3 &,m., 25.. apt $215emo. Fell
$165/summw. See at 399 S. 12th St. or
call 295-1807.

Flea. -ave
We will ns you to

cio II ultle reseercri
before we let you sooneor in
JOHN & MARY
466 So 510 .2
2,97. i866

LaMothe

the campus chapter ot
Phi Omega, a national ser% it

come-on,

57

F26-24.3

General

01114’1

King’s veto ol the amendment
to abolish the attorney’s of lice

provided by singer Billy

ANNOUNCEMENTS

All

current

legislator

Meditalien

I ni ernlinnm

Studsril

I onsurrus
Farley Facile present the ids., P. hit,
Hope idarrtno lame. Earl lorie...1 Ii..
Holbrook to be shown in %I
Auditorium al " and lu p ii.
’bu I ems
Mama I huntin Cider. basso pie,
Our I own will be prearnied hi the
Department in the
Drarn
roSersity I heatre at 8pm Admission
students
and 52 tor the
Si
1
or
5151
i

C.ty
Per son els
Services
T ’seep. telion

SENO CHECK MONEn ORDER OR
SPARTAN DAILY
CASH 10
SAN JOSE STATE
CLASSIFIED
COLLEGE, CALIF 15114

E

I

eel

5

F

ray

lab dere prior to publication
Ont., utivi publoollian daNs only
UtfillnP

No refunds in cant 10,1 eJs
PHONE 277
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